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GENERAL INFORMATION AND NOTICES

References to “section” and “rule” in these notes are references to that section of the Plant
Varieties Protection Act (Cap 232A) and that of the Plant Varieties Protection Rules, unless
otherwise stated.

1. Plant Varieties Protection Journal

This Journal is published by the Registry of Plant Varieties Protection in accordance with the
direction of the Registrar under Section 15 of the Plant Varieties Protection Act (Cap 232A).
Inquiries or requests for past issues will have to be made in writing to the Registry of Plant
Varieties Protection at the following address:

IP 101
Intellectual Property Office of Singapore (IPOS)
51 Bras Basah Road #01-01
Manulife Centre
Singapore 189554

2. Official working hours of the Registry

The official working hours of the Registry are as follows:
Monday to Friday: 0830 hours to 1730 hours
Saturday, Sunday and Public Holidays: Closed

3. Enquiries

For enquiries relating to official notices and other information appearing in the Journal, please
contact our office at 63398616.

Information pertaining to Plant Variety Protection is also available at the Office’s web site:
http://www.ipos.gov.sg
4. Making Payment

IPOS accepts:

(i) Payment by cheque (crossed), money order and bank draft (in Singapore Dollars and drawn on banks operating in Singapore). These should be addressed to the: Intellectual Property Office of Singapore.

(ii) Where applicable, payment by NETS, GIRO, CashCard, eNets Debit (Internet Banking), eNets Credit (Credit Card). Information on the various payment modes is available at the Registry’s web site [http://www.ipos.gov.sg].

5. Information contained in this Journal

The Registry of Plant Variety Protection does not guarantee the accuracy of its publications, data records or advice nor accept any responsibility for errors or omissions or their consequences. Permission to reproduce extracts from this Journal must be obtained from the Registrar.
Application for Grant of Protection published under Section 15 of the Plant Varieties Protection Act

The following application(s) has/have been received.

Objections to application or proposed denomination

Notice is hereby given that any person who wishes to object to the application and proposed denomination name published in the following section below may within 2 months from the date of this publication file a notice of objection on Form PVP 6 together with the relevant fee of S$ 340. The person shall also serve on the applicant a copy of the notice of objection at the same time as the notice is filed with the Registrar.
Grant of Protection Made under Section 22 of the Plant Varieties Protection Act

The following application(s) has/have received grant of protection.

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

PVP APPLICATION NO : PVP/14/00004F
NAME OF GRANTEE : BONZA BOTANICALS PTY LTD
DATE OF APPLICATION : 26/12/2014
VARIETY DENOMINATION : BONPRIPICOM
BOTANICAL NAME : EUPHORBIA PULCHERRIMA WILLD. EX KLOTZSCH X EUPHORBIA CORNASTRA
COMMON NAME : POINSETTIA
DATE OF GRANT OF PROTECTION : 21/12/2016

PLANT VARIETY

![Plant Variety Image]
PVP APPLICATION NO : PVP/14/00005B
NAME OF GRANTEE : BONZA BOTANICALS PTY LTD
DATE OF APPLICATION : 26/12/2014
VARIETY DENOMINATION : BONPRIDEPCOM
BOTANICAL NAME : EUPHORBIA PULCHERRIMA WILLL. EX KLOTZSCH X EUPHORBIA CORNASTRA
COMMON NAME : POINSETTIA
DATE OF GRANT OF PROTECTION : 21/12/2016

PLANT VARIETY
PVP APPLICATION NO : PVP/14/00006I
NAME OF GRANTEE : BONZA BOTANICALS PTY LTD
DATE OF APPLICATION : 26/12/2014
VARIETY DENOMINATION : BONPRILIPCOM
BOTANICAL NAME : EUPHORBIA PULCHERRIMA WILLD. EX KLOTZSCH X EUPHORBIA CORNASTRA
COMMON NAME : POINSETTIA
DATE OF GRANT OF PROTECTION : 21/12/2016

PLANT VARIETY
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